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Mary: 
I have a wonderful treat for you and a big blessing coming your way. The person you’re 
about to hear from. He is the CEO of The Tapping Solution, a company with a mission to 
bring into mainstream a simple, effective, natural healing method known as emotional 
freedom technique, or Tapping. Tapping is a healing modality that combines ancient 
Chinese acupuncture with modern psychology. His goal is to empower people to create 
healthy, abundant and stress-free lives, which he does. He does that through his books 
and films and CDs, and online events, and speaking. They’re attended by participants, 
literally from all over the world. Huge, huge impact.

He’s a New York Times Bestselling author of The Tapping Solution. I also love Tapping 
Solution for Pain Relief, both of which are step-by-step guides about how to really 
transform our lives through this amazing tool and process, and really gift that he has 
brought forth. He created and produced the documentary and film, The Tapping 
Solution. His books and film document real and extraordinary results that have inspired 
tens of thousands of people to follow this system and apply this technique, and to see 
amazing results in their lives as well.

I’m so grateful to have him here. He’s got many, many programs and huge impact in 
helping people and today, that means you get huge impact in your life too. I want to 
welcome, right here and right now. I want to say how grateful I am you’re here. 
Welcome Nick Ortner.

Nick:
Mary, it’s an absolute pleasure to be with you. I’m so excited for our time together.



Mary:
Thank you. Me too, me too. Nick. Let’s imagine there’s a viewer here, and there’s 
probably many viewers who actually haven’t heard of emotional freedom technique, and 
how it can really benefit someone. What would you say to someone? How would you 
explain it?

Nick:
Yeah, absolutely. Emotional freedom technique, tapping is sort of the general term 
that we use for it. It’s, we call it tapping because it’s a technique that combines, as 
you mentioned, the ancient Chinese acupressure, that’s the tapping component, the 
physical tapping component, with modern psychology. What the latest research has 
shown, this technique’s been around for over 30 years, what the latest cutting edge 
research is showing is that when we tap on these endpoints of meridians of our body, 
while focusing on a stressful situation, a thought we had that we can’t stop thinking, 
something we’re anxious about, something we’re scared of, we send a calming signal to 
the amygdala in the brain.

In essence, we are rewiring the brain to say, this is a safe experience. This thought that 
you’re having that you can’t let go of that feels dangerous, feels like something I can’t do, 
something I won’t do, it’s okay. Look, to this day, I wake up in the morning and I go, What 
am I doing with this tapping thing? Why are we hitting ourselves in the face? Time and 
again, my personal experience, the experience of hundreds of thousands, at this point, 
millions of people around the world, show that it works. There’s something that happens 
with this system that we can turn off these limiting thoughts, turn off the things that are 
getting in our way.

I know today we’re going to talk about dreams and goals and the things that we want 
to create in our lives. Many of us know what we want, we don’t know how to get there. 
That’s what I love about your work that you take us through that process. How do we 
get there? How do we get to actually actualize these dreams. Sadly, for too many people 
around the world today, it almost feels like they’ve given up on their dreams. That they 
tried and they failed. That they had an experience where they went for it, and then it 
didn’t work out the way they wanted to. That’s where tapping comes in so beautifully, 
because if somebody tried something a decade ago, they went out on a limb, they had a 
great idea, and they quote on quote failed, and we know there’s no such thing as failure, 
they failed, they often run that loop in their mind. They’ve programmed that track that 
says it’s too dangerous to try this again because I’m too scared of failing.
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The tapping helps to calm these thoughts, helps turn off that amygdala and bring our 
resources back online so we can think clearly, so we don’t have to be running away from 
the tiger. The fight or flight response is being chased by the tiger, and too many of us on 
a daily basis are emotionally being chased by that tiger, running that stress response that 
doesn’t allow our greatest capacities to come forward.

Mary:
Nick, you grew up in South America. It seems like you grew up very poor, but now you’re 
changing lives all over the world. How did you go from there to here?

Nick:
Yeah. I grew up in Argentina, I was born in Buenos Aires. I lived there until I was eight 
years old. I got in just in time to not have an accent. People don’t often know that about 
me. There’s people that known me a long time that didn’t know I was born in Argentina. 
I think if I look at it and certainly, parenting and I think back to the times in high school 
where I would see my dad listening to Nightingale Conant programs, I can still see them 
so clearly. I know you remember these Mary, you probably had some for your own work, 
these tapes. You have the book of this size, and there’s eight tapes in there, and it would 
get stuck in there. You literally have to pull them out. You had the tape and-

I always say to viewers, if you’re too young to know what cassette tapes were, they were 
little boxes with loops of tape that we would listen to.

Yeah, and that plastic holder right? So clearly, on my Dad’s bookcase. They’re long and 
tall. He probably still even has them in the house. I should grab one just to have. He 
would buy them and all sorts of things. Same thing, my Dad was a Nightingale Conant, 
my mom bought Tony Robbins tapes off TV. She was a big TV buyer, so it was like, it was 
a late night infomercial, that’s what got her.

When I think, people ask me, what made the difference? That was it. That’s what, it 
continues to be that. Putting this information in your mind, feeding it in at a young age, 
great. At an old age, whatever. Whenever you can. Continuing to do it. I am, now it’s 
the phone. Now this is where it’s stored every Nightingale Conant tape, every program, 
every podcast, it’s all stored here, easy access. It was then, and it continues to be now, 
getting that information in your head again, and again, and again.

It’s something that I know you’ve shared in your programs. I tell people when they’re 
doing, reading my books or doing tapping, don’t just do it once. Go back to it.
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Feed it in your brain. Sometimes you have ideas on Mondays, and by Thursday, that 
inspiration is gone. Okay, guess what? Time to get it back in. I think that commitment to 
lifelong learning, when you stick with that, everything changes.

Mary:
What I read too Nick, it’s that you had at one point had a lot of debt, which can be scary 
to people, and actually the tape can be, I’m never going to get out of this. There’s no way 
out of this. You, that’s not what happened in your life. You run a very successful business 
today.

Nick:
Yeah. The debt, it’s incredible when I think back at, it was real estate debt, so you know 
how that can balloon. 2007, the height of the crisis, a situation where we go from, Oh 
everything’s going great, to six months later, we’re a million dollars in debt because of 
how highly leveraged we were in all these places. This wasn’t debt that we could just 
write off. It wasn’t debt that you could just ignore. It wasn’t a company that says, “Oh, we 
got this bail out.” Nobody bailed us out. This was debt that we were responsible for.

I remember so clearly at the time. This is the craziness of it, that it’s 2007, everything’s 
falling apart, and at the same time, I’ve made that decision to start this film, to start 
making this documentary about tapping because I was passionate about it. The two 
weren’t related, I was just passionate about tapping and I said, “You know what, I’m 
going to go do this.” While I have all that debt here, I’m piling on more debt on credit 
cards and credit lines, and following this dream. I had a dream, I had a passion, I had a 
mission. All this debt is building up in this horrible part of the business, I’m taking on 
more debt with another risk.

When I look back at that time, the only thing that saved me, there was two parts of it, 
one, continuing to be inspired, continuing to put that information in and just like, Okay, 
this is the dream and I’m going for it, and then using the tapping. It was at that moment. 
This is when you can freeze. This is when you can say, I have too much debt and you 
literally don’t think clearly. That’s what’s amazing about stress. Whether you handle your 
stress with tapping or meditation or exercise or affirmations or anything, handling that 
stress, literally bringing your brain back online, it’s critical.

The amount of times during that whole period where I had choices to make to go 
forward or to give up, to turn left or to turn right,  I’m trying to make business decisions.
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The amount of times during that whole period where I had choices to make to go 
forward or to give up, to turn left or to turn right, I’m trying to make business decisions. 
What do we do here? How are we going to make this film? If I’m stressed out, if I’m 
running from the tiger, I’m not going to make good business decisions.

Underlying all that, the way I was able to break through was to continually have faith, put 
that information in my brain, continue to be inspired, and then clear the stress so I could 
make good decisions.

Mary:
Awesome. Awesome. What do you think if you were to say to our viewers, brand new, 
they’re looking at, if I want to make my life better and I want to go forward, and let’s say 
they do have an idea of what they would like, but they have no idea how to get there, 
what would be some steps that you might offer them?

Nick:
Yeah. I love that the title of your program, DreamBuilder®. It’s like we’re building towards 
these dreams. All too often, we tend to project these dreams way ahead, and we make 
them this big thing, and we tend to say, “Okay, I want to make $1 million dollars in the 
next year. We just say this. Okay that’s great, but then what the mind instantly does, if 
you don’t have a plan, if you don’t have the next step forward, the mind says, “That’s 
impossible.” Your instincts kick right in, that’s impossible, or why you’ve been saying that 
for the last five years. How many people have a dream that they go, well I’ve had this 
dream for 20 years, and it hasn’t happened, so I’m sort of giving up on it. My brain tells 
me it’s too big, it’s too ridiculous.

DreamBuilder®. What do we do? Create the big dream, have that big vision, and then take 
the next step. What is that tiny step? I remember clearly, I was talking to, this is right, a 
couple years after the movie came out. I was speaking a workshop talking about how I 
made the tapping solutions film. People were like, I made a film. I had the documentary 
and the DVD. It was this finished product and people were excited about it and watched 
it. I talked about the idea of the next step and the next step.

Okay, what do you have to do next? Somebody came up and asked a question, she said, 
“You know, I have this great idea for a CD. I want to make this audio CD, but I don’t know 
how to get the CDs printed. I’ve never done this before. I don’t know how to print them.” 
I said, “Okay. I can give you some insights of the technicalities of that. Tell me, you have
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the audio completed?” “Oh no, no. I haven’t recorded the audio yet.” “Okay, so do you 
have a script for it or do you?” “No, no, no. I haven’t done it.” All she had was the idea, 
and she had shot forward to 100 steps later, how do I do this? How do I create a CD? She 
had frozen herself. I know that if we hadn’t talked, her brain would have just said, I don’t 
know how to make CDs so I’m giving up on it.

Alright, what is the next step? In this day and age, maybe you can make the argument 
100 years ago that things were harder to figure out. Google. Google has the answer 
for any practical thing that you want to figure out. You want to know how to create a 
CD? Google how to create a CD. You want to know how to do this, how to do that? The 
information was there. The key is, what are the internal choices that you’re making? 
What’s the plan? What is the building of the dream? What are the concrete steps that you 
are taking to make that happen? That’s a process that you have to go through. You have 
to say, here’s my dream and here’s what I’m going to do tomorrow about it, or today 
about it, or in the next hour about it.

Mary:
I’ve said for a long time that I’m a big believer in baby steps. Baby steps will take you all 
the way up Mount Everest if you just keep taking them. Often people want a whole road 
map. They want every light green before they pull out of the driveway.

Nick:
They want every light green. You set up perfectly. They want to know there’s going to 
be no hurdles, no symbols, they know everything that’s going to happen. What is that 
about, what I talked about in the beginning very briefly? It’s safety. They want all those 
green lights because they want to be safe. They want the guarantee that it’s not going 
to fail. A guarantee that they’re not going to be embarrassed. The guarantee that people 
aren’t going to say, “What are you doing?” Or, “Oh, that’s a silly idea.” Look, if you have a 
big enough dream, someone’s going to tell you it’s a silly idea. Someone’s going to tell 
you it doesn’t make sense. You’re going to hit road blocks. If you’re not, then your dream 
isn’t big enough.

Mary:
That’s exactly right, Nick. I have my way of course in helping my clients, but how do you 
help someone when they say... I mean, sometimes it’s even unconscious that I’m holding 
back because I’m afraid of getting embarrassed, or I don’t want to have another failure,
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or I don’t want someone’s negative opinion. I’m trying to please all the people in my life. 
How do you help that person?

Nick:
One really simple process that I love doing for any dream or goal is closing your 
eyes, getting grounded and imaging that thing coming true. If you want to publish 
a book, there you go. Close your eyes, see it in the bookstore, see it on Amazon. See 
you speaking about it, see that thing happening. What usually happens is people are 
excited about that at first.

Okay, so that’s out there. Now I want you to do a couple things. I want you to sort 
of bring some people into the scenario. Let’s have your family members show up 
there and see what happens there. If you want to live in a gorgeous house, imagine 
yourself in the house and then have Mom walk in. Then you start, these little things 
start happening like, Oh, well if Mom walked in the house, she would say, “Why do you 
need a house this big?” Or if my brother or sister walked in, they would say, “Who do 
you think you are?” Or if this book was on Amazon, oh, it’s exciting, but now I see it on 
Amazon, and there’s reviews. What if I get a one star review? What if somebody says 
something negative about it?

Bringing the dream to life. We’re not thinking of these negative things to stop ourselves. 
We’re thinking of them because when you bring that out of the subconscious and then 
you do the tapping, or any other process on it, where you say, this is the truth of how I 
feel, this is why I’m stuck. This is why I’m scared. I believe in positive thinking. I believe in 
will power and making things happen, but at the same time, if you don’t acknowledge 
that fear inside you, if you don’t acknowledge it, you’re going to only have enough 
energy. There’s very few people in the world that can will themselves to make things 
happen. They do exist.

My friend, Tony Robbins, I think, is one of those creatures, where his drive is so intense, 
he lives a different life. I remember meeting with him a couple of years ago and we’re 
chatting about stuff. He’s taking serious notes just in our conversation. I’m saying to 
myself, “Should I be taking notes?” What are we taking notes about? That is who he is. 
That’s... most of us aren’t that way. Most of us need to go a little slower, to take things 
step by step, to feel really safe in doing stuff.
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When we bring these fears, these anxieties, these imagined challenges forward, then we 
can acknowledge them, then we can move past them. We can say, Oh, there’s the boogie 
man in the closet. That is what’s stopping me. From this place, I can move forward.

Mary:
Mm-hmm (affirmative). Exactly. Then you could change your perspective on it. If Mom 
disapproves of it, what do I think about it?

Nick:
What do I think? Exactly. Let’s bring this to light.

Mary:
Okay. You have to know what’s in there. I love that.

Nick:
You have to know what’s in there because I you don’t, what you’ll do, when people say 
they procrastinate or they sabotage themselves and all these things, they’re doing this 
for a good reason. We’re not idiots. We’re doing it because doing otherwise would be 
painful in some way. Doing otherwise would seem hard. If you are in alignment with 
what you’re doing, if the lights are all green, and you can get them to be all green, when 
you get to that place, it truly is effortless. It doesn’t mean it’s not work, it doesn’t mean 
you don’t have to show up, but this right now is “work” for me. I’m showing up, we’ve set 
the time aside, this is work for you, but it’s effortless in that I’m happy, I’m sharing what I 
love, it brings joy to my heart. When I’m done with this interview, I am going to feel good 
inside. It’s going to give me energy, not take energy away.

When you line up to what your mission is in life to the way you want to create your 
dreams to the way you want to actualize them, it’s going to be good and happy and 
prosperous.

Mary:
One of the things that I appreciate about your work too, and ask you mentioned it, 
you know, it’s such hand and glove with DreamBuilder®, and it is not just about having 
dreams, it’s about building dreams through a process. You have very clear, strategic 
process for helping people to unbind from that, I got to make it happen or force it. 
Work power to me, as opposed to will, got that will...
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Nick:
They’re very different. Yeah. Yeah.

Mary:
The willpower’s taking a great big beach ball and saying, I am going to hold this under 
the water, period. I’m doing this thing. You can do that through force for awhile, but 
eventually, one of two things is going to happen. You’re going to get tired, or distracted. 
It pops back up. If we transform it, we actually ride on top of it.

Nick:
I love that. I love that. I’m going to steal that. I’ll credit you. That’s amazing.

Mary:
The other thing I want to say is I’ve been a long, long time believer in tithing. It’s been 
part of my life since 1981. I was very moved when I read about your relationship with 
tithing and impact and difference making. Would you speak about that for a minute?

Nick:
It’s the kind of thing where it’s so important to my life, it’s what juices me. I can’t, 
honestly, I’m shocked more people don’t do it. It doesn’t make any, it just doesn’t make 
any sense to me. First off, just how good you feel doing it. Certainly if you’re in this world, 
you’re coming from a heart-centered place. We’re here to make a difference. I think we 
have such an opportunity to make a difference in people’s lives.

It is the essence of our business. I started the tapping solution foundation because I 
wanted it beyond the tiding. I wanted a vehicle where we could give even more and 
know the results of your making. Directly know it.

Yeah, Mary. I don’t know what else to say about it. It just, it needs to be the essence of 
what you’re doing.

Mary:
Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Nick:
It doesn’t matter if it’s... At this point, we probably raised close to a million dollars for the 
work with trauma Veterans with PTSD in my hometown in New Town, Connecticut 
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and all these other things, but if we had raised a dollar it would have been the same. 
It’s just, it’s the spirit of knowing that you’re part of something bigger. It’s the spirit of 
knowing that in building your dream, you’re not just doing it for yourself.

Mary:
That’s right.

Nick:
You’re doing it for those that you love, that you’re doing it for humanity. We’ve lost our 
way a little bit. I think the world is great and I think things are getting better every day.

Mary:
I do too.

Nick:
I think that we can certainly recognize our fellow man a little bit more. There’s no limit to 
that, to our fellow men and women, and to the humanity that binds us all.

When people think about giving, sometimes they put their attention on the bit they’re 
giving, instead of the asset of what it does for us. Everybody can be an every day 
philanthropist. There’s little things we can do that look little on the surface, but turn out 
to be big in impact, and then we discover that the energy lifts us up.

It lifts us up. I like giving ridiculous tips at Starbucks. It’s funny. We’ve been going to drive 
to my in-laws’ over the summer, and they live about 20 minutes away. Starbucks is on the 
way. We get an oatmeal for my daughter June, she loves it. Brenda gets a coffee, I make 
my own bulletproof coffee at home, I’m very picky. Every time we’ve gone this summer, 
it comes up to like $6.89 or something like that. I always have a $10. They have their tip 
jar and I give them the $10, and there’s a bunch of tips in the jar, which I now think they 
put in there to encourage tips. Every time I give them the $10 and I say, “No keep the 
change.” I’m giving $3.10 every single time, they’ve gone, “ Oh, thank you.”

Mary:
You can’t buy that for three dollars, Nick.

Nick:
That moment there where, sorry it’s also an emotional day because... That moment there 
where that person just working their butt off at Starbucks says somebody else cares.
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Mary:
That’s right.

Nick:
That’s what building our dreams is about.

Mary:
It is. Working for something bigger than just ourselves. What’s the one things you’ve 
noticed, that highly successful people do that most other people don’t do?

Nick:
You know what, I already said it and I’m going to say it again because it’s so 
critical. Putting the information in your brain. That is going to change your life. The 
DreamBuilder® Program, 12 weeks of information and then guess what, when you’re 
done, go do it again, and then when you’re done with that, go do it again. That is the 
difference. If I start my morning with random social media, or a podcast about politics, 
my day is going to go one way. It’s not going to be a terrible day, it’s going to go one 
way. If I start my morning with something inspirational, with an audio book, with a 
session for a program, my day is going to be completely different.

You need, it’s almost like, those audios, that information is the food for your dreams. 
That is the fuel for your dreams. Get it in your brain, again and again. Find those spaces. 
It’s so easy now. Make those choices in the car, make those choices exercising, and I’ve 
been doing this for a long time. My roommate right after college used to joke. Let’s say, 
I’m living in Brooklyn, New York. I’m 22 years old. I’m walking around the house. I lived 
with a guy and a girl. She used to say, “Those things are glued to your ears.” They were 
big headphones, and I had my Walkman on my thing, and she would tease me that it 
was glued to my ears.

If I’m doing laundry in the house and I’m walking up and down the stairs, I would put it 
on. To the point where it’s like three minutes, I will put it on for three minutes.

Mary:
You’re thinking anyway. Why not sync thoughts that are expensive and life giving and 
game changing for you, your life, your goals?
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Nick:
That’s it. I look, 20 years later, and there’s the difference. Yeah you can point to a lot of 
other options and a lot of tips and strategies, but you don’t have the tips and strategies 
in your brain. It doesn’t become part of your DNA. That’s the key. When you listen again 
and again, when you do the DreamBuilder® Program, for the third and fourth and fifth 
time, now it’s in your DNA. Now, you’re not holding the beach ball down because it’s just 
who you are to take these steps.

Mary:
Thank you, Nick. If someone here is now considering doing the DreamBuilder® Program 
and mulling it and then really taking their dream out of imagination and churning it 
through reliable, repeatable system of transformation that hundreds of thousands of 
people have used, what would you say to the person if they’re considering doing this?

Nick:
Look, I mean... the amount of money I spent on my education and certainly made a 
smart financial decision, but I put a lot of things on credit cards when I didn’t have the 
money. I did it because it was the most responsible decision at the time. The credit card 
statement with all the other things that I bought at Target, or this, that and the other, 
they didn’t give me anything back. That thing on my statement gave me something back 
- that Nightingale Conant program gave me something back. There was an exchange. 
The money that I gave them was nothing compared to what I got back. I’ve seen it again 
and again.

Mary:
I think that’s an important point that you just made. It’s not really a spend, it’s an 
investment.

Nick:
It’s an absolute investment. It will pay dividends the rest of your life. We should, we 
should have the statements that should say, DreamBuilder®, and then you should 
have a 12% monthly interest right next to it because that’s what’s happening. You are 
multiplying your money a thousand fold.

The other thing too is, and I mentioned this earlier, okay, maybe if you had this program 
100 years ago and you said to everyone, “Go create your dreams.” There might be some 
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arguments like, “Alright, well yeah. I mean, I can certainly move up, but there isn’t as 
much opportunity for me, or there’s more class stratification, or there isn’t access to 
capital.” You can make those arguments 100 years ago. Capital was hard. Doesn’t mean 
you couldn’t do it, but I think there were more barriers to it.

In this day and age, there’s so much opportunity everywhere that the opportunity is 
there, you just need the strategy to get there. You need the inspiration. You need the 
step by step to make that dream happen. The world is your oyster. Tell me what you 
want and it can happen now. It’s so easy to create value. It’s so easy to be financially 
rewarded for creating value. I am shocked every day.

Right now, I’m doing this call from, you can see the background, there’s a little loft 
upstairs, this is my home office. This is a barn I built in my back yard. 1,200 square feet 
where I get to come out, full of windows, in the trees, work every day. I am shocked that   
I have this abundance around me just from sharing my love of tapping and helping other 
people heal, and helping other people achieve their financial success and achieve the 
body they want. This is, I mean, an abundant gift back from the Universe because what    
I feel that I’m putting out.

The same is possible for anyone considering the DreamBuilder® Program. Then, get it 
and do it. Load up your iPod. Find a way. You probably don’t have a lot of energy three 
weeks in and then you’re going to get distracted by something. Stay with it. Go back to 
it. Go back and start at week one after you got distracted in week three. Know...  this is 
my favorite part about these audio programs, you own these things. You have them. 
It’s there, that investment you’re making in yourself is there forever. A month down the 
line, a year down the line, a decade down the line, you’re going to look back and say, 
“My gosh, that time when I said, ‘Okay, I’m investing in myself. I’m not investing in the 
new TV, which isn’t an investment, or I’m not spending. I am choosing me.’” You’re going 
to look back at this time and say, “Wow, look at everything that’s happened since then.”

Mary:
Awesome. Last question. Closing. There might be somebody listening who would, they’d 
love to move forward, but they’re struggling with the thought, I’ve tried to change my 
life before, didn’t work. How do I know this program is going to work for me?
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Nick:
Well first off, try, try again. Second, I think people need to look at you and your decades 
of experience doing this. The fact that, we were talking right before the call started 
in the late ‘80s when you were meeting with Wayne Dyer and Les Brown. The wealth 
of experience that you’re bringing to this program is incredible and needs to be 
acknowledges. There’s a lot of things online right now. It’s really easy for someone to 
say, “Oh, I’ve got this thing that’s going to be the answer to that.”

I think looking at experience and looking at results is important, so take a look. Take a 
look at the DreamBuilder® Program and everything that it consists of. Its history, and its 
experience, and the testimonials that I know are amazing with people actually doing it 
and getting the results. These are the moments in time when you’ve got to make that 
choice for yourself, and you’ve got to take a risk. None of these things are risky anymore, 
really, because I know you have a money back guarantee, so there’s no inherent risk 
here.

The risk is in not doing something. The risk is in being distracted by Facebook and 
social media and saying, “Oh I’ll look at this later.” The risk is in doing the same thing 
that you’ve been doing for the last day, and month, and year, and decade. We have 
the ability now to transform our lives like never before, it’s just up to you to take that 
opportunity and run with it.

Mary:
Awesome, Nick Ortner. I just want to say to the viewer, I’m glad you’re here. This is an 
amazing interview. There was so much help and hope and real strategy here that Nick 
gave us today. Nick Ortner, you’re awesome. I’m grateful for you. I’m grateful for your 
work in our world, thank you for being here today.

Nick:
It’s such a pleasure. Thanks, everyone.
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